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1. Introduction

The free electron laser (FEL) uses a high quality relativistic beam

of electrons passing through a periodic magnetic field to amplify a co

propagating optical wave (1-4). In an oscillator configuration, the

light is stored between the mirrors of an open optical resonator as shown

in Figure 1. In an amplifier configuration, the optical wave and an in

tense electron beam pass through the undulator field to achieve high gain.

In either case, the electrons must overlap the optical mode for good

coupling. Typically, the peak electron beam current varies from several

amperes to many hundreds of amperes and the el ectron --energy ranges from

a few MeV to a few GeV. The electrons are the power source in an FEL,

and provide from a megawatt to more than a gigawatt flowing through the

resonator or amplifier system. The undulator resonantly couples the

electrons to the transverse electrical field of the optical wave in

vacuum.

The basic mechanism of the coherent energy exchange is the bunching

of the electrons at optical wavelengths. Since the power source is

large, even small coupling can result in a powerful laser. Energy

extraction of 5~oof the electron beam energy has already been demon

strated. The electron beam quality is crucial in maintaining the

coupling over a significant interaction distance and of central

importance to all FEL systems is the magnetic undulator. The peak

undulator field strength is usually several kG and can be constructed

from coil windings or permanent magnets. In the top part of Figure 2,

the Halbach undulator design is shown for one period. The field can be

achieved, to a good approximation, using permanent magnets made out of
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rare earth compounds; a technique developed by K. Halbach (5), and now

employed in most undulators. The undulator wavelength is in the range

of a few centimeters and the undulator length extends for a few meters,

so that there are several hundred periods for the interaction (6-8).

The polarization of the undulator can be either linear or circular or a

combination (9). The optical wave has the same polarization as the

undulator driving it. This is an illustration of the FELs most important

attribute ••• the flexibility of its design characteristics.

The transverse undulations of electrons with energy ymc2 generates

spontaneous emission in a forward cone of angular width y-1 When the

undulator fields are strong enough so that the amplitude of the cone's

oscillation off axis is comparable to the cone's width, a detector on

axis at infinity will begin to see several radiation harmonics (10). If

the angular deviations of the cone are larger, then the spectrum becomes

broadband like the synchrotron emission from a bending magnet. The total

emission energy from a bending magnet and an FEL undulator are similar,

but the FEL spectrum is confined to a relatively narrow bandwidth

because the electron motion is periodic and the radiation cone stays on

the undulator axis. The FEL gain bandwidth falls within the narrow

spontaneous emission spectrum which is determined by the number of

undulator period. The laser linewidth can be much narrower than the

spontaneous linewidth as in an atomic laser; the narrow line and long

coherence length is established by mode competition.

The laser frequencies driven by the FEL mechanism are much higher

than the oscillation frequency of the electrons in the undulator. This

is due to a large Lorentz contraction of the undulator wavelength and a
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large relativistic Doppler shift of the emitted radiation in the forward

direction. The relation between the undulator wavelength A t the optical
u

wavelength A, and the electron beam energy is then ~ z A / 2y2 and the
u

mechanism can be described as stimulated Compton backscattering. It is

the relativistic factor 2y
2 which allows the FEL to reach short wave

lengths. Law energy beams (5 MeV) are being used to reach wavelengths

longer than atomic lasers (500 microns) and high energy beams (1 GeV)

are used for x-rays (500 A) as shown in Table 1 (11-27). The FEl system

is also continuously tunable merely by changing the electron energy of

the electron source. Figure 3 shows some FEL system/configurations

which will be explained more fully in Part B.

Figure 2 illustrates the basic bunching mechanism used to obtain co-

herent radiation. The electrons leaving the accelerator are randomly

positioned over many optical wavelengths. There are typically 107

electrons, or more, in each section of the electron beam one optical

wavelength long. As the light and electrons interact at the beginning

of the undulator some electrons gain energy and some lose energy. Those

that gain energy move a little faster longitudinally and those that lose

energy move a little slower; this creates one bunch in each optical

wavelength.

FELs have been described in a number of articles in the general

scientific press (28-37). In addition, there are a number of review

articles on the subject (38,39,40) and there has been two special issues

of IEEE l. Quantum Electronics on FELs containing many papers (41,42).

Finally, there are six volumes of conference proceedings which contain
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hundreds of papers, and which provide a good introduction to the FEL

literature (43-48).

PART A: GENERALITIES

2. History

The historical development of FELs can be traced back to the micro

wave tubes of the 1940's shown at the top of Figure 4. The traveling

wave tubes developed by H. Motz (49) were similar in structure to the

FEL in that they used mildly relativistic electrons traveling through

periodically undulating electric or magnetic fields inside a wave guide.

The radiation wavelengths produced were in the centimeter range. A

characteristic of all such devices was the closed structure used to

store the radiation. The systems were tunable by changing the electron

energy and using higher harmonics, and efficiencies of 60% were common.

While the Motz tubes used the same configuration as the FEL, the operat

ing mechanism was different. A tube that used the same mechanism as in

an FEL was invented by Phillips (50), but J. M. J. Madey was unaware of

the Phillips tube, although he did know of Motz's work. Shorter wave

lengths could not be reached because· electrons did not oscillate fast

enough and the closed resonator could not be made small enough.

Atomic lasers were invented in the 1960's and made use of two new

concepts (51): excited electrons in the bound states of atoms or

molecules oscillated rapidly to produce optical radiation and this

radiation was stored in open optical resonator.

J. M. J. Madey's conception of the FEL (1) came from a mixture of the

attributes of microwave tubes and the atomic laser: the Motz undulator
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and the optical resonator. The relativistic Lorentz contraction and the

Doppler shift produced high frequencies from the slower oscillations of

the electrons traveling near the speed of light. The FEL is tunable

just as the early electron tubes but works at short wavelengths.

Independently, R. Palmer, P. Csonka, and K. Robinson were working on

the coherent emission of radiation by relativistic electron beams (52).

3. Basic Concepts

A good theoretical approach to FELs is to solve the relativistic

particle dynamics and couple the solutions to the opt1cal wave equation.

The more sophisticated analytical methods employed in the analysis of

plasmas and lasers are appropriate, but generally not needed. The first

classical theory was introduced by M. O. Scully, F. Hopf, et al (53).

The initial electron density has no structure on the scale of the

FEL optical wavelength. Individual electrons are only influenced by the

radiation field, the undulator magnetic field, and possibly the Coulomb

fields of other electrons, if the density is large enough. For typical

undulator fields and wavelengths, the radiation emitted spontaneously

after just one pass is sufficient to define a classical wave. The

Lorentz force equations for an electron are

~ e ~ ~ ~ ~

(a) ddt (ya) = - --- [E + ax (8 + B )Jmc r u r

5

(b)
~

E
r

~ ~

(c) y-2 = 1 - B • B

(1)

-+ -+ -+
where E and B are the opt i ca1 electric and magnetic fields, B is ther r u
undulator field, e = I el is the electron charge magnitude, c is the

speed of light, m is the electron mass, SC is the electron velocity, and



ymc2 is the electron energy. Only four of these five equations are

needed to completely specify the problem. The undulator axis is taken

along the z axis so that the transverse optical force with contributions

6

~

contributions from both E
r

For relativistic electrons

~

and B is proportional to
r

(1 - az ) ~ 1/ 2y2t so that

~

IE I (I-a).r z
the transverse

optical force is small; the optical electric and magnetic forces

combine to almost cancel when y » 1.

In order to couple energy out of the electron beam t the time average
~ ~

of a • E nust be non-zero during the interaction time in the undulator.
r

The role of the undulator is to rotate the transverse electron velocity

as the field E passes over it. Note that in Eq. (l.a) the transverser

electron motion is determined primarily by the undulator magnet since

the transverse optical force is small. However t a randomly distributed
~ ~

electron beam will have <8 • E > = 0 with no net energy transfer. Butt
r

an energy modulation alters the electron z velocities to cause bunching

and coherent emission. While deflections off the mode axis are neces-

sary for coupling t they cannot be too large t since the optical mode has

a limited radial extent.

A suitable undulator field (6) around the mode axis is

Bx ~ - B{[1 + i k~ (3 x 2 + y2)J cos (kuz) - ~ k~ xy sin (kuZ)}

By ~ B{[l + i k~ (x 2
+ 3y2)J sin (kuz) - i- k~ xy cos (kuz) } (2)

122 2Bz ~ - B [1 + 8 ku (x + Y )J [x sin (kuz) + y cos (kuz)J

where B is the peak field strength and A = 2w/k is the undulator wave-u u
length. The electron beams suitable for FELs must be sufficiently



aligned that the transverse excursions are small compared to>.. The
u

average magnetic field strength increases off axis so that the electrons

are focused toward the axis. When electrons are focused back toward the

undulator axis, the transverse oscillations are called betatron oscilla-

tions. Typical transverse excursions are small enough that k x and k y
u u

are negligible.

With a small, high quality beam, the undulator field sampled byelec

trons is (B cos (k z), B sin (k z), 0) and the orbits, which are helical,
u u

are

7

~

B = [(-K/Y) cos (kuz), (-K/y) sin (k z), l3 ]u z
(3)

where 8 :::: 1 - (l + K2)12/ and K = eB>. /2lTmc2• Typically K:::: 1 and onez u

sees that the transverse oscillations are small.

The optical field polarization which best couples to the above

trajectory is given by the vector potential

~ (z,t) = E~t) [sin (kz - wt + ~(t)), cos (kz - wt + ~(t)), OJ , (4)

where E(t) is the electric field magnitude, >. = 2nc/w = 2lT/k is the

optical carrier wavelength, and ~(t) is the optical phase. No x or y
-+-

dependence is included in A, for now, since we assume the electrons

remain well inside the optical mode waist. The optical electric field
-+- 1 -+- -+-

is E = - c- aA/at. Inserting E andr r

dy = (eKE\ cos [(k + k) z - wt +
dt ymc} u

Eq. (3) into Eq. (lob) we have

(5 )

A particular useful form of Eq. (5) may be obtained in the case

where the fractional energy change ar/y «1. Define the electron phase

s(t) = (k + k) z(t) - wt, then eliminate y(t) from Eq. (5) to get
u



(6 )

8

where la 1= 41fNeKLE/imc2 is the dimensionless optical field strength,

T = ct/L is the dimensionless time, L = NA is the undulator length so
u

that 0 ~ T ~ 1, and v = dC/dT is the electron phase velocity. The elec-

tron dynamics have been put in the form of a pendulum equation (54).

The evolution of each electron entering the FEL undulator follows

Eq. (6). Individual electrons are identified by their initial conditions

dO) = Co and v(O) = vo = L [(k u + k) l3 z(O) - k]. In weak fields la 1« 1f,

and when la I» 1f, the fields are considered strong because the phases

evolve significantly in the time T ~ 1. Experiments are usually designed

so that the spread in electron velocities does not cause a spread in

Vo greater than 1f. This can be adjusted by keeping the length L small

enough, but a better beam quality allows a greater length L and much more

gain.

The optical wave is governed by the wave equation driven by the

(7)

where the (x,y) dependence has been dropped (see Section 5). The trans-

verse electron current is the sum of all particle currents

(8)

Even the spontaneous emission spectrum in an FEL has a long coherence



length so that the field E(t) and phase ~(t) can be taken to vary slowly

over an optical period, w- 1. Then, the terms containing second deriva-

tives in Eq. (7) are negligible compared to terms with single derivatives

and

9
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Then, the wave equation has the simple form

da . -i l,;
dT = - J < e >, ( 9)

where a = /a I eirfi , the dimensionless current densitY,is j

= 8N(1TeKL)2p / y 3mc2, p is the electron particle density and the angular

brackets represent a normalized average over the electrons. If electrons

are bunched at the phase 1T, then the optical amplitude is driven with

strength j during the time 0 < T < 1; and there is gain. If the phase

1T/2 is over-populated, then the optical phase ~ grows with little gain.

Usually, it is a combination of la I and ¢ that are driven because the

electron bunching is not perfect.

Figure 5 shows the phase space evolution of a periodic section of

the electron beam in the (l,;,v) coordinates. The separatrix path shown

is given by } = 21a l(l-sin(l,; +¢)); the peak-to-peak hei ght is 41 a 1
1/ 2

s s
and the horizontal position is determined by ¢. The "fluid" of electrons

starts equally populating all phases and at the phase velocity vo = 2.6

for maximum gain. As the electron fluid evolves in the Figure it becomes

darker to black at T = 1. The final bunching is near the phase 1T and the

gain and optical phase shift evolution are shown at the right. The

initial optical field is weak a(O) = aO = 1, and the final gain

determined numerically is G :: [la(l)1 2 - a
2(O)]/i(O) = 0.135j.



While we have made a few assumptions, the II pen dulum ll and wave equa-

tions, Eq. (6) and Eq. (9), form a simple, powerful description of the FEL

(54). They are valid for both weak (la 1« 'If) and strong (Ia I» n)

optical fields in either high (j » 1) or low (j « 1) gain conditions.

It is generally important that both the optical field amplitude and phase

are included in the description.

When the optical fields are weak, Eq. (6) and Eq. (9) can be easily

10

linearized in a(T):

-i(sO + "OT)
a==ij<e 1;1> sl == la I cos (sO + "OL + ¢»,(1O)

where (.) == d( )/d T, s == So + "aT + sl' and sl is s to lowest order in

la I. For a uniform beam distribution

f
2'1f

< > == dl{) ( )/2n
a

the electron coordinates can be removed from Eq. (10) and the optical

field is determined by the roots to the cubic equation

3 , 2 (1) J' -_ a
Qr - 1"0 Q r - 2

-i"oT
with the field of the form a = aOe

3

L
r==l

(11 )

If I"a I » 1T so

that the FEL is far off-resonance, the driving term j is negligible and the

trivial uninteresting solution a .::::: aO is obtained; i.e. no gain. If the

current density j is large, so that "0 is negligible the important real

root is a == (j/2)1/3 (y'3/2) giving exponential growth. The complex
r

field is then described by a(T) == (aO/3) exp[(j/2)1/3 (0+ i) T /2)],

and the gain is exponential after an initial bunching time.

Figure 6 shows the phase space evolution in the high gain case where

j == 100. The electrons are started at "0 == 0 to show how gain is achieved



on-resonance. Bunching occurs at the phase nj2 but in the high gain

case, a significant optical phase shift changes the position of the

separatrix so that, relative to the optical wave, bunching is at phase rr.

The resulting exponential growth and phase evolution are shown on the

right. The exponential gain only occurs after bunching is established.

In the low gain case, both va and j are important in Eq. (11).

The gain is no longer exponential and all three roots are needed to find

the final gain at T = 1, which is given by:

[2-2 cos va -va sin va J j d (5 in ("o/2)J
G(vO) = j 3 = - 2" dv

O
(v

O
/2) • (12)

vo

The gain is anti symmetric in va and peaks at G = 0.135j with va = 2.6.

Figure 7 shows the plot of G(vO) above the accompanying optical phase

shift ~(vO) = j [2 sin va - va (1 + cos vo)J/v~. Note that the gain

spectrum can be written as the derivative of the spontaneous emission

spectrum [sin (vo/2)/(vO/2)J2• This remains true for a large class of

undulator designs and is known as the Madey theorem (55). The theorem

states that when an undulator design produces a spectrum s(vO) the gain

is proportional to the slope of the spectrum ds(vO)/dvO• A second

theorem relates the "second moment of the mean electron energy loss

evaluated to first order in the optical field strength," <[Oy(I)J 2>, to

the "mean energy loss evaluated to second order in the optical field

strength," <Oy(2»,:

In the FEL oscillator, gain over many passes leads to strong fields.

The spontaneous fields either experience exponential growth or the

11



repeated gain of Eq. (12). In stronger fields where Ia I Z, 'Ir, the gain

process changes and begins to depend on lal. Electron phases now evolve

too far in phase space and bunching is difficult to maintain. Figure 8

shows electrons in a strong field aO:: la(O) I = 8. The separatrix is

now large and electrons are trapped in the closed orbit region of phase

space. Those near the harmonic circular paths oscillate around the

phase 'Ir/2 at a frequency IaI 1/ 2; these oscillations are called synchro-

tron oscillations. There is a decrease in gain; i.e. saturation. When

the gain is reduced to equal the FEL system losses, steady-state

operation is established.

A method used to extend the saturation limit of FELs was proposed by

Kroll, Morton, and Rosenbluth and is called the tapered undulator (56).

As electrons lose energy to the optical wave, the undulator properties

can be modified to accommodate the new electron energy. As y decreases

either the undulator wavelength, A , or field strength, B, can be
u

decreased to maintain resonance. A simple case is where both B and A
u

change along the undulator so that K is constant. When such a taper is

included, the pendulum equation acquires an accelerating term,

6 = L2dk (z)/dz,
u

12

s = 6 + Ia I cos (s + ¢J) (13 )

In the absence of the field Ia I electrons appear to be lIacceleratedll to

higher phase velocities. In strong fields, about half the electron

phases are trapped near the phase 'Ir which drives the optical amplitude

and gain. Figure 9 shows the final position of electrons in phase space

after trapping has occurred in strong fields aO~ 40 and with tapering

such that 0 = 6'1r. The untrapped electrons are seen at the top of the



phase space picture spread over the phase axis randomly. The gain is

higher than would be possible at this field strength without tapering.

The tapered undulator is a good example of the design flexibility of

FELs. The undulator structure (length, polarization, wavelength profile,

field profile 8(z), etc.) are all features that can be modified to

enhance performance for a particular FEL application.

An example proposed by Vinokurov and Shrinsky is the klystron FEL

(sometimes called a transverse optical klystron FEL, or TOK) where the

undulator is split into two sections separated by a drift or dispersive

section (57). The purpose is to achieve higher gain.for a given inter-

action length L. The dispersive section acts like the bending magnet of

an electron energy analyzer. Small variations in the electron phase

velocity v caused by the first undulator section are translated into

ph ase ch anges b. [, = Dv at the end of the di spersi ve magnet and the para

meter 0 measures the strength of the dispersive field. The theoretical

description of the field and the electrons uses Eq. (6) and Eq. (9) with

b.[, = Dv applied to each electron at T = 1/2. This results in a higher

degree of bunching, and therefore greater gain than given by Eq. (12).

When the undulator is designed to have linear polarization, only the

definitions of variables in Eq. (6) and Eq. (9) change while the form of

the equations remains the same. The modifications are a ? a [JO(~)

- J1(~)J,j ? j [JO(~) - J1(~)J2, where ~ = K2/2(1 + K2) and B becomes

the rms undulator field strength.
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4. Transverse Effects

The one-dimensional analysis, which we have employed up to this

point, leaves out all transverse effects except the simple periodic

undulator motion.

First we shall discuss electron beam transverse effects. A helical

undulator provides focusing of the electrons in both transverse planes.

Sometimes, a longitudinal, solenoidal field is employed so as to give

even more focusing. For some devices the cyclotron resonance in this

field coincides, or almost coincides, with the FEL resonance and makes

the interpretation of these experiments more complicated (12). On the

other hand, this juxtaposition appears to enhance the gain, but is

limited to long wavelength applications because of the upper limit on

attainable solenoidal field strengths.

For planar undulators there is only "natural" focusing in the plane

perpendicular to the sinusoidal motion and the betatron wave number is

kay = eB/V2 mey in the non-wiggle plane, where B is the peak field.

The resonance condition is maintained as a particle undergoes betatron

oscillations. In the wiggle plane, generally some focusing is required

(50,58,59). Quadrupoles, although they give focusing, seriously degrade

FEL performance. A planar undulator field is

~ ~ ~

B = - B cosh(k y)cos(k z)y + B sinh (k y) sin (k z)zu u u u

so that the motion is

14

X I =~-~(1 +
- dz - y '\

k2 2 )w Y
2 + ••• sin (k z)

w



and hence increases as y increases. This increase with y just balances

the decrease of y' = dy/dz when y increases and causes 8 to be conz
stant. E. T. Scharlemann (60) has shown how shaping the undulator pole

faces with a slight parabolic curvature provides horizontal focusing

while maintaining 8 a constant of the motion. The curvature causes thez
field to increase off axis and provides focusing in both x and y. If the

pole face is given by y (x) = YO (1 - k~ x2/4), then the focusing will

be the same in x and y and the electron beam cross section will be round.

It is necessary, in any real FEL, to avoid resonances between the

various frequencies to which the particles are subjecf. For example,

one nust avoid a resonance between betatron oscillations and integral

15

Also, one nust avoid the usual coupling resonancesmul ti ples of A •
u

between the betatron oscillations in x and y. There is another kind of

resonance which nust also be avoided and this is a synchro-betatron

resonance between the "synchrotron motion" of trapped electrons and

transverse betatron motion (61,62).

We turn, now, to transverse effects of the electromagnetic wave.

The simplest effect is the excitation of cavity modes in an oscillator.

Figure 10 shows this phenomenon in a computer simulation of the original

Stanford experiment where the electron beam has been moved off-axis to

excite a combination of higher order modes.

The Rayleigh range is a measure of the effect of diffraction. For a

light beam of radius w, the Rayleigh range z = nw2/A is the propagationr

distance over which the optical wavefront doubles its area. In a proper

FEL design one wants good overlap between the electron beam and the light

beam over the whole interaction length so that z should be comparable
r



to L. However, if the FEL has sufficiently high gain it can provide

"guiding" to the light and keep it within the electron beam for many

Rayleigh lengths as in an optical fiber (63,64). This is seen, dramati-

call y, in Figure 11.

An FEL provides an effective index of refraction, n, by changing the

optical phase along the interaction length.

16

and

Re(n) - 1 :: f j . ( +,1,::: i<171L <s 1 n S YJ>

- 1 tiU -j (Im(n) - 1 = nar dz . ::: TaTCi< <cos s + 0»

For an optical fiber, guiding occurs if Re(V2) + i 1m (V2) > 1, where

toe (complex) fiber parameter, V, is given by V2 ::: (n2 - l)b2k2, where b

is the electron beam radius. Thus one can readily determine when guiding

takes place, provided one can evaluate the averages over particles of

sin (s + 0) and cos (s + ¢J). When there is gain, we know that the

averages of sin and cos are non-zero.

In the exponential growth regime one can evaluate the averages

analytically (63,64,65). One simply augments the wave equation, Eq. (7),

with v
1

2 and then approximates this transverse derivative with

V 2 E/'-" _ 2kE
1 ----- z •

r

The result is that Eq. (11) becomes, for Vo ::: 0,

a; + i a; (L/Zr ) - (i) j ::: 0

where the length of the undulator is L. Thus the effect of diffraction

and optical guiding are included in a one-dimensional theory. Extension



to a warm beam and to va * a can be found in the quoted literature

(63,64,65).

5. Longitudinal Effects

The simple pendulum and wave equations, Eq. (6) and (9), are valid

for a single complex field a = la lei~ with only a single frequency, the

carrier frequency w. A realistic FEL oscillator, or amplifier, produces

a spectrum of frequencies surrounding the carrier wave. Usually, the

coherence length extends over several optical wavelengths so that the

slowly varying amplitude and phase approximation rematn valid. To

generalize the optical field representation to many modes, the single

complex field a(T) becomes a(k,T) or a(z,T).

Driving the carrier phase ~ in the center of the optical wavefront

will focus the light along the electron beam path. Even in low gain

diffraction couples the transverse and longitudinal waves. The phase

profile ~(z) in a low gain oscillator is determined by the resonator

mirrors and their Rayleigh length z. This causes a shift in fre-
r

quency and a shift in the gain spectrum in an oscillator (66).

Often, the lack of distinct electron energy levels leads to questions

about the ultimate coherence capabilities of FELs. In both the FEL and

atomic laser, a long coherence length and narrow frequency spectrum is

determined by mode competition, not by energy levels. In the low gain

case, the weak field gain per pass in each mode is given by Eq. (12).

The number of modes within the gain bandwidth is about y2 (typically

y2 »1). Figure 12 shows the evolution of 100 optical wavelengths,

around resonance. The spontaneous emission above resonance experiences

17



gain every pass while other wavelength receive less gain or absorption.

The vertical scale follows the photon number n(~) over six order of mag-

nitude in one-hundred passes. The spectrum clearly narrows as mode com-

petition continues. The photon number evolves as exp [G(~) n ] where n
p p

is the pass number in the low gain oscillator where modes are uncoupled.

Short pulse effects (67) in FELs can also be described by general-

izing the field to a(k). An essential concept is "slippage"; this is

the distance that light travels over the electron beam while the elec-
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trons travel through the undulator. It is given by L(l - B )::::: N~ usingz
the FEL resonance condition. The ratio of the slippage distance NA to

the electron pulse length 0 determines whether or not short effects arez
important. If NA « 0z' then the pulse is considered long, and each

part of the pulse experiences gain proportional to the local density.

If NA » C1 , then the FEL has short pulses and the lTDdal structure ofz
the pulse is comparable to the gain bandwidth, ::::: N-1•

Since electrons bunch when they reach the trailing edge of the

optical pulse, the optical pulse receives lTDre gain on its trailing edge

than on its leading edge and behaves as if it is traveling slower than

the speed of light, c; this effect is called "lethargy" (68) and must be

considered in the oscillator FEL, where the resonator mirror spacing and

the electron pulse repetition time must be synchronized (69,70). The

range of mirror positions to achieve synchronism is astonishing small:

only a four micron range was observed in the Stanford experiment. The

amount of synchronism within the working range is important in deter-

mining the laser linewidth and power.



Other longitudinal effects involve long pulses in the FEL. One is

the "trapped particle" instability analyzed by Kroll and Rosenbluth (71).

The synchrotron frequency I a 1
1/ 2 can mix with the carrier wave and pro

duce sideband gain in the FEL. Figure 13 shows the growth of sideband

structure in I a(z)land ~(z). A window section of a long pulse is four

slippage distances long (-2 < z/N). < 2). The field I a(z) I is plotted at

the top left with bright regions indicating an intense field and dark

regions indicating a low field region. The pass number is plotted along

the vertical axis. The "trapped particle" instability starts a rrodula-
-

tion in the field magnitude a(z) and the phase ~(z) with a period equal

to the slippage distance. The final spectrum, the fourier transform of

a(z) is shown with its sideband on the bottom right; above is the weak

field gain spectrum for reference. The final electron energy spectrum

is shown above the gain spectrum. The power and net gain evolution are

plotted on the upper right as a function of pass number n. The trapped

particle instability is expected in nearly all FELs which saturate

because of strong fie 1ds.

In a linearly polarized undulator, the electron z rrotion is rrore com-

plex than in the helical case because there is a periodic oscillation of

the electron z velocity even when injected perfectly. The oscillation

in z, t:.Z, is given by kt:.z:::::: - E;, sin (2k ct) where E;, ::: K2/2(1 + K2).
u

Since typically K:::::: 1, the oscillations are a sizeable fraction of the

optical carrier wavelength and lead to spontaneous emission and gain in

higher optical harmonics (72). To generalize Eq. (6) and Eq. (9) for a

harmonic hk, make the replacements: s ~ hs , v ~ hv, a ~ ah,
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[Jh_1 (hEJ - Jh_1 (hUJ,and j ~ j h [Jh_1 (hEJ - Jh+1 (hEJJ 2•
-2- -2- -2- -2-

The form of the equations stays the same, only the couplings are modi-

fied. Note that there is gain only in the odd harmonics h = 1, 3, 5,

If the undulator field is large enough so that K~ 2, then the

coupling to higher harmonics is very strong. Several of the FEL-

experiments to date have observed coherent emission into higher

harmonics, and it should prove to be a useful technique for reaching

shorter wavelength in an FEL.

PART B: FEL SYSTEMS

FELs can be made in a variety of configurations as is depicted sche-

matically in Figure 3. In Part B, we describe in more detail a particular

linac oscillator, a linac amplifier and a storage ring oscillator experi-

ments. FEL systems are rapidly evolving and in the future can be

expected to be quite different from those described here.

In Table 1 we have presented a compendium of those FELs which have

operated. Many roore FEL devices are under construction and, as one can

see from the dates in Table 1, these devices are being brought into

operation at an ever-increasing rate. In Table 2 (73-87) we present a

representative list of FEL accelerators.

Of great importance to FELs are electron beams of high quality. Two

figures of merit of quality, for a given current, are energy spread and

brightness. The brightness is defined by J' = ~2/y2 o4V, and becomes a

measure of "goodness, II where I is the current enclosed within the trans

verse 4-volume (o4V = 6X6X'oyoyl). For uniform phase space density, the

brightness can be approximated by J':::: 2I//oxox'oyoy'. The quality of a
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beam depends upon the parameters of the accelerator, the type of accel-

erator and, of course, with what care it is aligned, etc. In Table 2 we

present brightness and energy spread for a number of accelerators. As

one can deduce, the expected performance of FELs far exceeds present

ach i evements.

The development of FELs has been the result of both theoretical

advances, which we have emphasized in this article, and of experimental

advances. In fact, without the latter, we would only have an empty

theoretical structure. The experimentalists who have been instrumental

in the development of FELs are many in number and, of-course, are cited

in the references, but special note should be taken of the work of C. A.

Brau, D. Prosnitz, D. A. G. Deacon, J. Eckstein, L. Elias, E. Shaw,

S. Skrinski, B. Kincaid, C. Pellegrini, J. M. Ortega, M. W. Poole,

A. Renieri, P. Elleaume, T. Smith, A. Gover, J. A. Edighoffer, J. M.

Slater and G. Dattoli.

6. The Linac Oscillator

The experiment of the TRW Group (15) serves to illustrate the linac

oscillator. The superconducting accelerator at Stanford has a bunch

length 4.3 ps, peak current of 0.5-2.5 A, and at 66 MeV an energy spread

of 0.03%and a beam emittance of 1.5~ x 10-5 m-rad. The optical cavity

had mirrors 12.68 m apart with 7.5 m radius of curvature. At the optical

wavelength of 1.57 ~m, the reflectivity was 99.840/0. The undulator con-

sis ted of pairs of linear arrays of Sm C05 permanent magnets with

wavelength A = 3.6 em and a peak field of 2.9 kG.
~

The experiment was designed to study the effect of tapering. Further-

more they devised an optical klystron so the multicomponent undulator had
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the following structure. First, there was a prebuncher section of

15 periods, then a magnetic dispersion section of two periods and total

length 58.6 em. Then 90 periods followed which could be tapered and,

finally, 15 periods of constant undulator. The tapered part was varied

to be a 0%, 1% and 2% taper in energy. Beam diagnostics consisted of

14 insertable flourescent screens so as to be sure the beam was steered

properly and the mirrors were aligned using a green light laser.

With a 1% taper, the FEL had an average output laser power of 4 Wand

the peak power was 1.2 MW. Since the mirror transmission was 0.13% on

each end of the cavity, the intracavity optical power was 11 Gw/cm2.

The repetition rate was 10 Hz and the macropulse length 5 ms with the

micropulse of 4 ps. The radiation fundamental was at 1.57 ~m and the

1aser bandwidth was 1.3 %.

Above threshold for the laser, the power increased by a factor of

lOla over that of the spontaneous radiation! The FEL took 305 passages

at a gain of 7% per pass to get to 10% of the saturated level. The

experimenters also observed coherent radiation at the second and third

harmonic of 1.6 ~m.

A study was made of the effect of tapering the undulator. For an

untapered case the electron transfer of energy, efficiency, should be

(1/2N). The efficiency was measured to be 0.4% which compares well with

the expected value. With a 1% taper the electrons clearly divided into

two groups: trapped and untrapped. Most, 60%, of the electrons were

trapped and decelerated 1% to 1.8% while the un trapped electrons were

unchanged in energy. Thus the beneficial effect of tapei'~ing was

demons tra ted.
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7. The Linac Amplifier

The experiment of the LBL/LLNL is representative of this class of

FELs (88,18). The FEL was run as a single-pass amplifier in the micro

wave range at 34.6 GHz. The input signal was supplied by a magnetron of

peak power 60 kW and a pulse length of 500 nsec.

Use was made of the LLNL Experimental Test Accelerator (ETA) (73) to

provide a 6 kA, 3.3 MeV beam with a normalized emittance of 1.5 w rad-cm.

An emittance filter was used to reduce the beam current to approximately

500 A with a normalized edge emittance of 0.47 w rad-cm. The highly

chroma ti c transport of the ETA beaml i ne an d match i ng ..quadrupo1es results

in a 15 ns, nearly monoenergetic beam delivered to the interaction region.

The undul ator magnet was three meters long, and the undul ator period

was 9.8 cm. The longitudinal variation of the undulator field provided

strong vertical focusing. Horizontally focusing quadrupole magnets,

surrounding the undulator, provided horizontal focusing while only

slightly reducing the vertical focusing and negligibly effecting the FEL

resonance condition.

The interaction waveguide was a rectangular, oversized waveguide

immersed in the undulator. The inside dimensions of the waveguide were

9.83 cm wide by 2.91 cm high. The electric field was horizontal and

coupled to the TE01 waveguide mode which was excited by the input

microwave signal.

The signal gain in the amplified spontaneous emission mode (no micro

wave input signal) was measured and it was found that the microwave signal

grew at a rate of 13.4 dB/meter for a beam current of 450 A. Extrapolat

ing this growth back to the origin, the effective input noise was 0.35 W.
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The amplifier gain was studied both as a function of undulator mag-

netic field intensity and as a function of undulator length. The peak

output power of 80 MW was achieved for both the 2 m and 3 m long undu

lator. The amplifier went into saturation at 2.2 meters; beyond this

point, the amplified output power first decreased and then near 3 m

started to increase again. The gain as a function of undulator length

showed an exponential gain of approximately 15.6 dB/m up to saturation.

This was in close agreement with the small signal gain measurement. The

gain curves for the 1 m and 2 m undulators are relatively symmetric about

the peak while the gain curve for the 3 m long wiggler shows a marked

asymmetry with a plateau on the long wavelength side of the curve. This

asymmetry at saturation is also shown in the numerical simulations.

Study of excitation of other than the TE01 mode, and study of the ef

fect of varying the undulator parameters (so as to avoid saturation at

80 MW) are to be undertaken in the near future. What has been shown, so

far, is that an FEL can be operated in the high gain regime (Gain> 2500).
""

8. Storage Rings

The first, and so far the only, operation of a storage ring FEL

oscillator was achieved by the Orsay-Stanford collaboration using the

Orsay ring ACO (16,89). This laser operated in the visible, at 6,500 A,
and produced 75 ~w average power or 60 mW output peak power. The

intracavity peak optical power was 2 kW.

The ACO storage ring has a circumference of 22 m and was operated be-

tween 160 MeV and 166 MeV. Two bunches were employed, with the average
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current between 16 mA and 100 mAo The rms bunch length was (in time

units) 0.5 ns to 1 ns and the energy spread (rms) 0.9 x 10-3 to

1.3 x 10-3• Because of the strong radiation damping, the transverse

size (rms) was 0.3 mm to 0.5 mm, corresponding to an angular spread of

0.1 mrad to 0.2 mrad.

The optical cavity was 5.5 m long so the round trip time resonated

with the 11 m between electron bunches. The mirror radius was 3 m, the

Rayleigh range 1 m. Although the mirror transmission was only 3 x 10-5,

the round-trip cavity loss was 7 x 10-4 due, primarily, to absorption in

the mirror dielectric. In fact, there was mirror degradation due to the

radiation harmonics of the undulator which forced the experimentalists

to operate ACO at a reduced energy (originally they had expected to be

at 240 MeV) and to operate the undulator at reduced magnetic field

(K = 1.1 to 1.2), both effects tending, of course, to reduce the flux at

higher harmonics.

The permanent magnet undulator had 17 periods with a period of

7.8 em, and a total length of 1.33 m. It was operated as an optical

klystron, in order to increase the gain per pass. This increased the

gain by about a factor of 2 to 7 so as to reach 2 x 10-4 per pass.

Lasing with such low gain required careful alignment of the electron

beam on to the axis of the optical cavity, high quality mirrors, as well

as precise synchronism between the light pulse reflections and the

electron bunch revolution frequency. The detuning curve gave only a

1.6 ~m full width at half maximum near laser threshold.
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The laser time pulse structure was a series of pulses and showed

the electron rf synchrotron frequency, (13 kHz), and the 27.2 MHz bunch

frequency. The time sequence of pulses is understood as a consequence

of theoretical study (90). In frequency space the laser had three lines

(near 6500 A) with the dominant one at 6476 A. All the lines,

corresponding to maximum gains in the klystron FEL were in the TEMOO
mode. The width of the lines was 2 A- 4 A. Tunability was over 150 A

and limited by mirror reflectivity.

The storage ring FEL is the only configuration mentioned where the FEL

feeds back on the electron source. On each pass tbe working FEL "heats"

the electron beam by introducing an energy spread. Synchrotron radiation

P from the bending magnets in the ring damp the excitations. Thesyn
laser power at saturation is determined by thermodynamic equilibrium

which results in weak fields; this is the Renieri limit (91), Pl aser
~ Psyn /2N. The efficiency of the FEL was only 2.4 x 10-5 which is

0.4 of the prediction of Renieri for this case.

9. Extensions

We have seen that FELs can be expected to be efficient, powerful,

reliable, tunable sources of radiation in a wide range of wavelengths.

In fact, FELs have already been made to operate from the microwave range

down to the visible range. It is reasonable to expect that soon we shall

have FELs readily available, for many different applications, from

microwave wavelengths to soft X-ray wavelengths. When augmented with

atomic and molecular lasers and conventional radio tube sources, we can

expect to have coherent radiation sources throughout the radiation

spectrum (presently, one can see one's way to 300 A).
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Why then should one develop even more devices? Clearly, because they

can be designed for special purposes, have special properties, be less

expensive, more efficient, etc. The development of FELs is far from

completed and really only starting; there are a number of extensions of

FELs which appear to be possible. Here, we shall mention a few of them

and refer the interested reader to the appropriate literature.

In the microwave range it is possible to apply a longitudinal

magnetic field of sufficient strength that the cyclotron frequency

resonates with the radiation frequency. Thus one can arrange a device

where there is coincidence between the FEL resonance,and the cyclotron

resonance as described in Section 4 (12,92,93).

It is possible to replace the undulator with an electromagnetic

field. The attainable magnetic field of an rf-wave is less than that of

a stati c or pul sed magneti c fiel d, but the wavel ength of the Il un dul ator ll

can be made less than that of a conventional undulator. Thus, one can

get to short wavelengths with a low-energy electron beam. The use of an

rf wave as an undulator has already been demonstrated (94) and demonstra

tion has been made of an electromagnetic wave undulator FEL by an NRL

group (95). This group had the electron beam produce 500 MW of 12.5 GHz

radiation through a backward wave oscillator mechanism, and then used

this radiation as an undulator for FEL action. In this manner they

produced 200 GHz radiation with peak power, not yet optimized, 0.35 MW.

The Santa Barbara group (96) plans to employ the same idea, but employ

the FEL mechanism to generate the rf field of an Il un dulator ll in a

"two-stage FELli.
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We have concentrated upon so-called "Compton regime FELs" where there

is a strong interaction between the electrons and the optical wave, but

where the interaction between electrons is small. In the opposite case,

where the electrons interact strongly through Coulomb forces, so that a

density fluctuation, or plasmon, description of the electron beam is

more appropriate, the FEL is said to be in the "Raman regime II. An under-

standing of the collective regime, the Raman regime, is more difficult

than that of the Compton regime, but offers distinctive features.

Experiments (12) have demonstrated 6% conversion efficiency, and large

power emission (75 MW) in this regime. One can expect more development

of these devices in future years (97).

An interesting extension of the FEL is to operation in a dielectric

media (98,99). Gas loading, for this is the proposed manner to realize

the dielectric media, changes the phase-matching condition and so allows

a wider parameter space than the vacuum FEL. In fact, this extension

can be non-trivial and would appear to allow operation, for example, at

smaller undulator magnetic fields than in the conventional FEL. The

resonance condition, for relativistic electrons is n - 1 + A/A
U

= (1 + K2)/2y2, for a medium having an index of refraction n. Note

that the (n - 1) term can easily be comparable to the usual (1/ 2y2)

FEL term. One can think of this device as being a suitable combination

of the Cerenkov effect and the FEL resonance.

Another interesting extension of a conventional FEL is to have an

undulator in an isochronous storage ring (100,101) in which particles

with different energies take exactly the same time to go around the

ring. Thus bunching at optical wavelengths is preserved around the
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ring. Most rings do not have this property and thus the electron bunch

on entering the undulator is essentially a "new bunch" with random

phases. Rings can be made isochronous, to some degree, so that the

bunching of an FEL can be preserved. Clearly this is advantageous, and

it can be done so as to preserve far-infra-red wavelength bunching as has

been shown on BESSY (102). An FEL using this concept has not yet been

made; it is doubtful that the technique can be extended into the visible,

but for the infra- red it could make a very interesting device.

Finally, it should be emphasized that "pushing" FELs to shorter and

shorter wavelengths, as has been spearheaded by J. M. J. Madey and

C. Pellegrini, may require no "new inventions," but, nevertheless, be

difficult and a significant extension. This subject, as one might

expect, has received considerable effort (85,87,103,104). Suffice it to

say, here, that it appears possible to construct an FEL oscillator down

to about 500 A, and a single-pass FEL growing from noise to about 300 A.

Just what the limits are remains to be seen, but the possibility of

extending the Orsay achievement by an order-of-magnitude appears to be

pas sib1e.
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Figure Legends

Figure 1 The basic elements of a free electron laser (FEL) oscillator

are a high-quality relativistic electron beam, an undulator

magnet which causes the electrons to wiggle, and the resonant

optical cavity to provide feedback.

Figure 2 A practical design for constructing the undulator field is

shown at the top where eight permanent magnets are used to

form one undulator period. The interaction of an initially

azimuthally uniform electron beam, with the radiation in an

FEL causes the electron beam to bunch in an -optical wave-

length. It is this bunching which causes coherent radiation.

Figure 3 Free electron lasers can be in a variety of configurations

which are depicted here. In fact, three of these five types

have already operated.

Figure 4 FELs grew out of the development of electron tubes and atomic

lasers. They retain some of the good qualities of both.

Figure 5 The electron phase space follows sample electrons through the

undulator. The separatrix is shown as a guide to the phase

space paths. The electron fluid grows darker as it passes

through the undulator. (The same representation is employed

in Figures 6 and 8.) Bunching at the phase n leads to gain,

but also affects the optical phase.

Figure 6 In the high gain case, there is a substantial optical phase

change shift which shifts the separatrix. The height of the

separatrix is proportional to the la1 1/ 2 and grows with the

hi gh gain.
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Figure 7 The final gain and phase of the optical wave are plotted as a

function of vo. Experimental points are superimposed to

show agreement between small amplitude theory and experiment

[OrsayJ (89).

Figure 8 Phase space evolution in the strong field regime. The

"synchrotron" motion of the particles has led to saturation

and energy is no longer transferred from the electrons to the

optical wave. Even in saturation the phase of the optical

wave evolves.

Figure 9 In a tapered FEL some electrons are trapped near the phase

which drives the optical wave. The untrapped electrons are

distributed over many phases and do not drive the wave.

Figure 10 Typically FELs are made to produce the fundamental mode in an

optical resonator which has a Gaussian shape in x and y. A

higher order mode is excited here by moving the electron beam

off of the resonator axis. The theoretical calculation

employed the parameters of the original Stanford FEL.(11)

Figure 11 Intense electron beams going through an FEL can provide

optical guiding of the radiation. In the absence of guiding

the radiation would diffract out of the electron beam long

before the end of the undulator.
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Figure 12 The growth of coherence in the optical wave is shown by

following 100 modes from spontaneous emission. The photon

density at the wavelengths near peak gain grow more rapidly

than surrounding wavelengths. This narrows the spectrum

after only 100 passes. Evidently the laser can become

narrow-band.

Figure 13 When the electron synchrotron oscillations mix with the

carrier wave, sidebands can be formed. Over many passes the

optical wave develops a modulation whose period matches the

synchrotron period. The optical power increases with the

addition energy of the sideband.
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Table 1 Operation of free electron lasers

40

Narre

Stanford (11)

Columbia (25)

NRL (26)

NRL/Columbia (23)

LANL (13)

NRL (I2)

Orsay (15)

MSNW (14)

Fras cati (22)

Year of 1st
Operation Wavelength Peak Power

1976, 1977 10 ~m, 3.4~m 130 kW

1977 1.5 mm 8 MW

1977 400 ~m 1 MW

1978 400 ~m 1 MW

1981, 1982 10.6 ~m 10 MW

1981 4.6 mm - 3.1 mm 75 MW
1983 35 GHz 17 MW

1981, 1983 6500 A 60 MW

1982 10.6 ~m (I)

1983 5145 ft. (2)

A,O

ASE

ASE

ASE,O

A,O

ASE
A

A,O

A

A,O

4.3 em - 1.7 em 100 kW

TRW (16)

NRL (I7)

MIT (19)

UCSB (20)

LLNL (18)

Hughes (21)

Erevan (24)

Novosibirsk (27)

1983

1984

1984

1984

1984

1984

1984

1984

1.57 ~m

1 em

0.4 mm

8.6 mm

1 em

20-40 ~m

6000 AO

1.2 MW

20 MW

8 kW

80 MW

60 kW

10 W

( 3)

o

ASE

A

o

A

o

o
A,O

* A Amplifier
o Oscillator

ASE Amplified Spontaneous Emission

(1) Output power not measured, but peak loss of electron energy

was observed to be 9%

(2) With an input laser power of 6W~ a gain of 3 x 10-4 was
measured.

(3) A gain of 1.5% was rreasured.



Accelerator

Table 2 Selected FEL accelerators

Beam
energy

(MeV)
Peak beam
current (A) Pulse length ( A ~Pulse Beam 2 2 b.

rep rate (Hz) bri ghtness cm rad y

1000 15 ns

1000-10,000 50 ns

1000-3000 16 ps

(3)

(3)

(3)

( 3)

10-4

7xlO-3

2dO-2

(2)

(1)

1. 5xl05

3.8xl06

8x106

2xl04 (1)
(at 2.5 MeV)

5-6x104 (1)
(at 4 MeV)

1.8-5.4x107

7.0xl05

1. 0-720

1.0

1.0

1.0

102 ps (micro)
10 ms (macro)

70 ns 1

40 ps(micro)
100 liS (macro)

30 lis-de~.25

\

4.

20-900

35-65

5

2.5

2

80-120

20-38

20

50

ETA (73)

ATA (74)

LLNL High Brightness
Test Stand (79) I

UC Santa Barbara
(77) DC

Stanford SCA (78) RF

Osaka (75) RF

LANL (76) RF

20 ns 0.01

10 ps (micro) 100
10 liS (macro)

60 ps (micro) 100
8.5 liS (macro)

23 ps (micro) 10
12 liS (macro)

2 liS single shot

Bell Labs Microtron
(80)

UK RF Linac (81) RF

Frascati ENEA
Mi cro tron (82)

NRL Induction (83)

MIT Pulsed Device (19)

Orsay ACO (84) SR

Stanford SXRC Ring
Development (85) SR

Or say Super ACO
Development (86) SR

LBL Design (87) SR

10-20

30-100

20

0.55-0.75

2.0

163

1. 2 GeV

400

750

1-5

10.0

6.5

200

1100

3.3

270

50

327

0.5 - 1 ns

33 ps

25 ps-300 ps

41 ps

27 MHz

20 MHz

4.8 MHz

2 MHz

4.2x102

2.5x104

4.5x104

6.4x103

1. 4xl06

3.8xl06

4x108

1.7d08

2.8x109

( 4)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

10-2

1.2xl0-3

3x10-2

< .01

10-3

6x10-4

3xl0-4

2xl0-3

(ll Edge emittance
(2 lIe in x and lIe in x' emittance, or approximately 9 times edge brightness
(3) ~y/y unmeasurably small; variation of y during a pulse
(4) Estimated

I Induction linac
RF RF linac
SR Storage rin9
DC DC accelerator
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